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‘That leave be granted to mlio- 

duce a Bill further to amend the 
Industrial Finance Corporation Act, 
1948.”

SHRIMATI SUSHILA ROHATGI: 
I introduce* the Bill.

1ZM hrs.

MOTION RE. INTERNATIONAL 
SITUATION—Contd.

MR. SPEAKER: Now we take up 
the discussion on the motion re. in
ternational situation,

Shri Hari Kishore Singh was on 
his legs.

SHRI HARI KISHORE SINGH 
(Puri): Yesterday, while I was re
ferring to the role of the big pow
ers in relation to the sub-continent, 
especially to India, I had suggested 
that while the role of the Soviet Union 
has been constructive and a stabilising 
one, but the same cannot be sa' 1 
about the role of United States of 
America.

The role of the U.S-A. has befn one 
of creating of tensions in the sub-co i- 
tinent and fishing in the troubled wat
ers. This policy of the U.S.A. is 
a hang-over of the imperialist pos
ture of the British Empire. It w»s 
pursuing the policy of power-ba- 
lance between India and Pakistan 
In pursuance of this policy, Ame
rica went out of its way to give 
military aid to Pakistan both directly 
and through the regional military 
pacts. This created bitterness and 
certain apprehensions in our minds. 
The relations between India and 
USA deteriorated. And finally came 
tfhe crucial question of Bangladesh.

The whole policy pursued in re
lation to Bangladesh by the USA 
has been condemned by this House 
and rightly so. Since then, that has 
toeen the main bone of contention bet-
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ther it should be advisable for us 
to have friendly relations with USA 
or not. I think it is a good thing 
to have friendly relations vith the 
USA. But, that should be based 
on our national interest and dignity 
and the first test of the response of 
the USA would be this. The USA 
should recotjmse the .reality of the 
situation in this subcontinent and 
that reality of the situation is that 
the USA should cease to play the
balancing role between India and
Pakistan, equating Pakistan with 
India. That is the first test. It 
should stop supply of arms to Pakis
tan directly and also through third 
countries. It is *no use stopping 
direct supply of arms, but supply
ing them through the third coun
tries, because, we were seeing mili
tary hardware being supplied to 
Pakstan through third countries. 
Therefore, this supply of arms and 
ammunition through third countries 
should also be stopped.

Thirdly, the USA should also 
help j j keeping the Indian ocean 
an area of peace. For free move
ment of cargo, the Indian ocean 
should be a free zone of pea’e The 
Indian tv "an should bo tree of power 
rivalries If it is free then we will not 
worry about our day to day problems 
of safeguarding our coastline. And, 
in this tegard, the crucial test m this, 
namely, the USA should not have any 
naval base in the Indian ocean. Fur
ther, the USA must recognise our legi
timate ro'e in the affairs of Asia. And, 
in this regard, the crucial test is the 
negotiations which are going on re
garding Vietnam. We had played some 
constructive role in regard to Vietnam 
in 1.954. The USA must recognise our 
role in the current developing situation 
In Vietnam and in West Asia. If we 
are deliberately denied our rightful 
role iii the context of Vietnam and 
West Asia. I would conclude that the 
USA is not sincere in making friend
ship with us. If the response of the 
United States is positive then our Gov
ernment should also make similar ges
tures to the USA.

ween the two countries.
^,Now,r the question has arisen w h e - ______

*Ii^f<Kh«»dWith” the recommendationpf the President.
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In our relations with the outside 
world, the position of China assum
es great importance This ques
tion has been raised in this House 
as well as outside, that is, what should 
be our attitude towards this power 
which had not only been hostile to 
us, but had also tried to create ten
sion m our own country, and in the 
sub-continent, and had also grabbed 
a considerable portion of our terri
tory This House was greatly exer
cised ovei the issue and had resolved 
to vacate the aggression committed 
by China

Our relation with China should 
be viewed not only in the context 
of our own interests but also in re
lation to the expectations and aspi
rations of the Afro-Asians from 
both these countries. It is we who 
tried our best to provide a respect
able place to China and an opening 
for it in international world. An 
outstanding example of our efforts 
in this regard was the Bandung 
conference and also the doctrine of 
panchsheel But, the Indo-Chinese 
relationship unfortunately, had been 
a classical example of ingratitude 
of China in international diplomacy. 
Our great leader, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru, went all out of his way to 
build bridges of understanding bet
ween India and China, but that was 
not reciprocated, and we had the 
rude and crude shock of 1962. And 
again, when the Bangladesh crisis 
came what happened? The attitude 
of China had been similar to that 
of America, perhaps more hostile.

It is a great tragedy of interna
tional situation that a country which 
was denied membership of the UNO 
for nearly two decades should ex
ercise its first veto against the ad
mission o f a sister country of 
Asia, That is the great tragedy of 
the situation. Now the question is 
this: Are we going to rewai* in
a very hostile posture with China?
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Or, are we going to have friendly 
relations with it? This is the ques
tion. I am all for friendly relations 
with China. We must have friend
ly relations But, it must be in 
keeping with our dignity and 
national Interests. And, China 
should also Tealise that the days of 
big-power supremacy in Asia are 
gone Thev cannot just overlord 
Asian nations as the Imperial pow
ers  were doing. This must be 
m ade clear to the Chinese. They 
must also realise that they can play 
a very constructive and friendly 
tole in Asia and they can shape the 
situation in Asia only in cooperation 
with oth er  fellow countries in this 
legion They should not assume 
the role of the colonial countries
and super-powers

There are two or thiee conditions 
on the basis of which better under
standing between India and China 
's possible. Firstly, it is the Panch- 
heel doctrine This doctorine which 

sometimes has been described in this 
House as dead and gone, is still a 
valid document H was conceived 
to promote fnendly relations which 
the nations of Asia The first and 
foremost conditions for a better un
derstanding between China and
India* is that China should subscribe 
to the doctrine of Panchsheel. China 
must give up its attitude of super- 
powermanship and be content to be 
one of the nations of Asia, a big 
one, but an equal one.

Secondly, it should exhibit its in
terest in promotion of good-will to
wards India and among the coun
tries ol Asia toy sponsoring the ad
mission of Bangla Dash into the
United Nations, and should not put 
forward lame excuses like the Indo- 
Soviet reaty of Peace and friend
ship and the presence of the Tibetan 
refugees as big obstacle* in the re- 
toration of friendly relations with 
India.

How, X come to the Sotifli-last 
A»i*n eotttstries. We fc m  to Hve
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with them, and our policy m this 
area should be more dynamic and 
more forward-looking. I think the 
Government of India should make 
more vigorous efforts in regard to 
fcconomic co-operation with coun
tries in South and South-East Asia, 
and avenues of joint ventures should 
be explored with these countries

A point which is worth consider
ing in this direction is that it should 
be explored how far our own deve
lopment efforts an? meaningful to 
the development activists of the 
countries of South and South-East 
Asia and of other neighbouring coun
tries. This is important because the 
countries in this region including our 
own have limited resources and 
tremendous problems in relation to the 
poverty of their people. If we are 
to make an etlort to better the lot of 
the People both inside and outside in 
this region, it is essential that our de
velopment efforts should have some 
relation to the development activities 
going on in theso countries, and some 
positive efforts should be made in 
this regard by Government

With the so words, I commend the 
policies < t the Government whWi 
have been very positive and dynamic 
and which have enhanced the pres
tige of our nation in the comity of 
nations.

MR. SPEAKER: Of coutse, only a 
few minutes are left in the time 
allotted for this debate. I shall 
call upon Shri Shyamnandan Mishra 
to speak and after that, I shall call 
the hon. Minister. .

SHRI VASANT SATHE (AkolaV 
Is my name there?

SHRI CHINTAMANI PANI- 
GRAHI (Bhubaneswar): Is my name 
also there?

MR. SPEAKER: No other names 
are there on the list

SHRI M. RAM GOPAL RELDY: 
(Nizamabad): Is my name thefe?

MR. SPEAKER. No. I shall now 
call Shri Shyamnandan Mishra, and 
after him, the hon. Minister may 
reply to the debate.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
(Begusarai): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I
think that it is no more rhetoric to 
say that we are living iz» a revolu
tionary period of international re
lations, a period of great leap for
wards, a period of giant strides, and 
not of slow and sedate trots. Never 
had the great powers shown such 
flexibility, accommodation and resi
lience in the relations among them
selves as they have been showing 
now Thus, a process of transforma
tion of the world scene is under 
way.

But I do not mean to suggest, on 
that account, that spring has already 
descended upon the scene and every
thing is going to be lovely in the 
valley. One can only say that the 
ice has begun to melt in some of 
the areas of chronic conflict and it 
may well be that these areas might 
taste peace after the bitterest experi
ences extending over years. It is also 
possible that the conflicts which pro
mise to disappeai from these areas 
might have their pioxies ready in cer
tain otnei areas. For. the big powers, 
now, because of some /ery urgent 
domestic problems, seem to be com
pletely adverse to, Ihoy want to 
avoid, direct confrontations alto- 
ftcthfi and they are in search of 
then proxies. It may well be that 
we would be conforming, the 
woild will be conlorming, to the old 
dictum that the more things have 
changed, the more they have remain
ed the same

However, the point that I want tD 
emphasise in this context is that 'in 
this terrifically dynamic world scene.
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India seems to be presenting a static 
picture of frozen diplomacy, attitu
des and postures.

Perhaps, in this context, it is neces
sary to mention, when X am speaking 
of the transformation taking place in 
the world scene, that the greatest 
event of the recent times is the com
ing together of the superpowers and 
also of the potential superpowers like 
Japan, ChJna and the European Eco
nomic Community.

SHRI M. RAM GOPAL REDDY: 
What about India?

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
India is very low on the GNP map 
of the world, and we cannot have 
more manoeuvrability and amplitude 
and play in international affairs than 
our GNP permits.

SHRI M. RAM GOPAL REDDY: 
That is not correct.

SHRI SHYAMANDAN MISHRA: 
This has created an entirely new 
situation in which many of the old 
theories and slogans seem to be losing 
their meaning. It is difficult to say 
now who is aligned and who is non- 
aligned. That is the kind of situation 
that seems to be developing.

The first major result of this com
ing together of these superpowers has 
been that peace in Indo-China, which 
seemed to be so obdurately elusive, 
seems to be somewhat within sight.
I would not share the pessimism of 
the hon. Member, Shri V. K. Krishna 
Menon that it might well be that 
peace would recede like the Tantalus 
cup in Indo-China. Peace seems 
to be dawning not only on Indo- 
China, but earlier in the year, when 
the American President visited Pek
ing, the process of coming together 
of the two Koreas had began. Our po
licy planners should not fail to no
tice that both Moscow and ’Peking 
have been putting great pressure on 
Hanfi  ̂to come to terms with the Uni
ted States. This appears to have 

.created fUaoat a state of sear-revolt

in Indo-China, in Viet Nam particu
larly. The Le Monde recently re
ported the precise details of how a sec
tion of the North Viet Namese forces 
and the NL wanted to capture the 
headquarters of the NLF and how 
a veritable coup was prevented at 
the last moment. You can, there
fore, see how the influence of the 
superpowers works even in the 
national affairs of a strongly self- 
reliant country. Let the experience 
of Hanoi be a lesson and warning to 
our policy planners here. Let us 
also be aware of the fact that the in
tensive bombing of North Viet Nam 
by the United States did not come in 
the way of Moscow giving a red car
pet welcome to the President of the 
United States. The result was mil
lions of tonnes of wheat and millions 
of dollars to the Soviet Union and 
a fabulous commercial deal for the 
United States of America. That is 
what has been happening at the pre
sent moment.

Following these top-level negotia
tions, the South East Asian region has 
been put in an entirely new context 
Those who sought security through al
liances, military alliances and so on 
are now seeking an entirely different 
kind of arrangement. A new situation 
is developing in Indo-China with the 
possibility of Hanoi and Washington 
coming closer. The draft peace pro
posals revealed by Hanoi even had 
a clause by which North Viet Nam 
accepted American aid for the re
development of North Viet Nam, the 
economy of which was shattered by 
the American bombing. Have wc 
grasped the significance of all these 
developments? That is the natural 
question that arises in one's mind

The well-known humorist Art Bucch- 
wald has written that in the year 1995 
it might well be that the North Viet 
Names© would have erected a statute 
to Kissinger and they would be selling 
taperecorderg to the ttnite<J States.

We have not only understood the 
Mgnificance of all these changes but



•(re have become staid and go on 
mechanistically repeating some of 
the formulas and dogmas, simplistic 
formulas and dogmas of the good old 
(Jays. For instance, wo seem to bo 
still supporting the Seven-point peace 
programme of Hanoi which North 
Vietnam itself discarded in October 
this year to pave the way for the 
draft agreement. The result is that 
even North Vietnam did not seem to 
be quite keen to keep India m its 
peace-keeping role in Indo-China.

It appears that whereas in Europe 
tensions are more or less eliminated 
on Europe has become virtually free 
from tensions—the seal has been put 
on it by the treaty between th e  two 
Germanys and further by the re- 
election of Willy Brandt—Asia might 
well Ibecome the cockpit of most of 
the conflicts and might become more 
distributed. And this, not because 
of the old US-USSR tension but be
cause China is becoming greatly 
powerful and Japan which is already 
a super-economic power has become 
free from American influences. Does 
this House realise what the strength  
of China at the present moment is? 
China has now 20 medium-range bal
listic missiles operational, and TU 
16 medium bombers capable of deli
vering a nuclear strike are being built 
at the rate of five per month. China 
has already 30 of these TU 16s* Thus 
the Asian scene might be disturbed. 
That is our apprehension’.

In this context, I would like to 
point out that one tremendous fact 
that seems to have been lost com
pletely on the Government of India 
is the emergence of Japan on the 
world scene in a really big way. 
What is our response to the tremend
ous economic and political potential 
of Japan? We have heard absolutely 
nothing from the Government side 
So far. They do not seem to have any 
forward planning in this respect. 
Japan has already become a super 
economic power and it only needs 
to take a decision to become 
a really super power in the military
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sense. Japan, as you know, has got 
tremendous stakes in the Indian 
Ocean and when I say that the Asian 
region might possibly become dis
turbed, I have in mind the develop
ments that are taking place in the 
Indian Ocean. Japan has tremendous 
stakes in the Indian Orean, Japan 
gets 70 per cent of its raw materials 
from outside and most of these raw 
materials have to go via the Indian 
Ocean So, it has got great stakes in 
the Indian Ocean and Ĵ fcmn might 
make its presence felt as other big 
countries are doing.

Now, I must come to the most in
teresting aspect of our foreign policy. 
At the present moment, it seems to 
me that we are passing through an era 
of love calls in our foreign policy. 
So, one love call, as the New York 
Tnnns has characterised it, has pone 
to the United States and another love 
call has gone to Peking. My submis
sion is that in the current move to 
restore friendly relations with the 
Unitod States, theio does not seem to 
be much evidence of maturity. Com
ing these moves as do after so much 
hullabaloo about the CIA, they appear 
to be fantastic. So, indeed are love 
calls. There does not seem to be any 
lofiic behind them and they reflect all 
the atti ibutes of adolescence. They al
so conclusively prove that this CIA 
bogey was raised purely for domestic 
purposes. Otherwise, if really the 
United States posed a great threat to 
us, why was this love call extended to 
the United States recently? It proves 
conclusively, I repeat, that is for 
domestic purposes. Some leading for
eign newspapers have interpreted 
these moves as a reaction to the pos
sibility of food scarcity in this coun
try. No two mature country 
could have such wide fluctuations in 
its relations, as India ar^ the United 
States have shown- There must be a 
minimum of stable rhythm in the rela
tions of mature countries whatever the 
differences cropping up from time to 
time.

We are prepared to welcome the 
effort at reestablishment of friendly
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relations with the United States, but, 
our submission is that it must not be 
on the basis of panic or imitation. I 
say ‘imitation' because it is only 
after Russia, China and the United 
States met, ironed out then differ
ences and even struck fabulous com
mercial deals that we have thought 
it necessary to initiate these moves 
So, this is another aspect of the mat
ter which I want to emphasise 

Coming'to tho Jove call which has 
been extended to China Piobably, 
it was done m no uncertain terms yes
terday when the hon Minister l'or 
Foreign Affairs said that it is, more 
than a desire.—What is Jove except 
that it is more than a desire—So it is 
more than a desire for developing re
lations with China. Now, wehdvehad 
some kind of a response irom the 
United States, let us hope that the 
other partner m this case also might 
relent sooner than later

My submission again is that in
stead of planning our relations with 
these big countries, we seem to be 
dependent more* or less on astrology 
and, we have got definite proof about 
this. Sometime back, there was a 
report in the Guardiun by Peter 
Jenkins that the Indian Embassy in 
Washington was the only one which 
believed in the victory of ;Mc Covern 
because its astrology forecast this vic
tory. One wonder whether our Emba
ssies keep astrologers on their pay
rolls. So, it seems India was not pre
pared fully to have a dialogue with a 
re-elected Nixon

Now I come to our failure at the 
United Nations, We have failed to 
carry the United Nations with us on 
more than one occasion during critical 
situations. Last year, during the war 
with, Pakistan, UN gave an adverse 
verdict. This year the recognition of 
Bangla Desh has been linked up with 
the release of POWs against our 
wishes, Pakistan had tried to bring 
this about with great effort and it 

, «eeipa to have' succeeded. The Presl- 
“ d«nf of the UN” General Assembly had 

also spoken of the inter-dependenee

of the two resolutions. My submission 
is that it requires a deeper analysis 
and assessment why we keep on fall
ing consistently at the United Nations 
and whether our permanent mission 
at the UN requires to be strengthen- 
ed a bit so that we do not again face 
situations like this.

So far as the recognition of Bangla 
Desh is concerned, it will come and 
it is bound to come. Already 95 
nations have extended recognition 
and the rest cannot hold out for long. 
But the question is: whether after 
Mr Bhutto has made it public—he 
has made his intention public that 
he wants to recognise Bangla Desh, 
he has> been going round his country, 
addiessing a series of meetings and 
telling his countrymen that the reality 
of Bangla Desh cannot be wished 
away and he has been saying that it 
is m the interests, of Pakistan to re
cognise Bangla Desh—when the posi
tion has been made so clearly and 
publicly, the question, is whether we 
should stand on prestige to bring 
about some kind of a settlement. When 
this settlement involve so many things 
and so high stakes,
13 hrs.

Now, finally, I will have a word 
about Uganda. Only one word. One 
feels* that there should be more 
active diplomacy to protect the legi
timate and even the basic human 
rights of the people of Indian origin 
now living in many foreign lands 
These people had tried to put in their 
best to develop these countries. They 
worked in jungles to build roads and 
railways in the most trying circum
stances. Many of them did not stint 
on contribution to the national move
ments and so on. And yet there are 
some people who say that they were 
not identifying themselves with the 
peoples in those areas. I think there 
cannot be a more fantastic nonsense 
than this. They have put in their 
best; they have made the highest 
sacrifices to build those countries, 
and it is only to hang the dog that it 
is being given a had name. I repeat, 
we would like the Goveontaent of
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India to pursue an active diplomacy to 
protect the legitimate interests and 
human rights of these people of 
Indian origin.

*MR. SPEAKER. How much time 
the Minister will take for reply?

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS (SHRI SWARAN SINGH): 
About three quarters of an hour

MR SPEAKER: Wo have already
exceeded our time Five hours were 
allotted; we have taken more.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH: I will try 
to be brief, taking even less time

MR SPEAKER: The O pposition
list is almost complete. They have 
taken more than their due.

SHRI CHINTAMANI PANIGRAH1 ■ 
You may give some more time to this 
side.

MR. SPEAKER- For you 5—7 
minutes, then Shri R. K Smha—not 
more than 15 minutes.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Dia
mond Harbour). Some time may be 
given to movers of substitute 
motions

MR. SPEAKER: No.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU: I seek 
only 5 minutes.

MR. SPEAKER: You have had
your full quota. Anyway, 3 minutes. 
So Shri Panigrahi 5—7 minutes, then 
Shri R. K Sinha, then Shri Jyotir- 
moy Bosu and then the Minister will 
start at 2.20 p .m  and conclude by 
3 p .m . as there is other business there
after.

13.02 hrs.

The Lok Sabha adjourned for Lunch 
fill Fourteen of the Clock.
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The Lok Sabha re-assembled after 
Lunch at foui minutes past Fourteen 
of the Clock

I M r . Dhi’UTY-SpKAKBR m the Chair].

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU (Dia
mond Harbour) About the shoot
ing of the Hanjan leader, that came 
up be to re the Hou.se, we expected a 
statement from the Government 
Also about 70 Muslim houses looted 
and burnt, you in your wisdom had 
expiessed youi comments Mr. Raj 
Bahadur had said that the Govern
ment were looking into 11 Four 
days have passed I have written a 
letter to the Speakertalso What is 
going 10 happen? You also made 
some observations

SHRI R P ULAGANAMBI 
(Vellore) It î  a souous matter.

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER- Whul 
is a serious, matter?

SlIRI R P ULAGANAMBI* A 
few da\s naek a Hainan leader was 
shot and ioui others were injured

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER Not the 
same thing. It becomes a debate 
tnen and I cannot allow it Normal
ly I allow Members to make one or 
two points It should not assume 
the dimensions of a debate or dis
cussion You have mentioned this 
before; you have reiterated it Gov
ernment have heard you There 
should be some other means, not 
just bunging the same matter 
again and again before the House.

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU- Let 
the Government say something.

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER I can
not compel, if thev do not have 
anything to say (Interruptions) 
Order, please He has heard you. 
If he does not respond there should 
be some other means

SHRI JYOTIRMOY BOSU There 
is something wrong with him, in
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that case; I take it that something 
is wrong with the Government too.

ME. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Before
we resume he discussion on the 
international situation, I should 
like to say that today is Private 
Members’ Business day and we 
have fixed that it should be taken 
up at 3 p.m. Three more Members 
would like to make their observa
tions, tvo from the Congress Party 
and Shn Jyotirmoy Bosu for whom 
permission has been signified by 
the Speaker. The Minister has yet 
to give his reply. I do not know 
how they are .going to complete all 
that before 3 p.m, I would not like 
to interrupt the hon. Minister’s 
speech halfway; I would not like 
the Government to present a trun
cated case. But I think it will still 
be possible to complete this business 
in time if the Members co-operate 
Mr. Chmtamam Panigrahi and Mr. 
R K. Smha have been told, that they 
would be getting ten minutes each. 
If they keep within that time—Mr. 
Bosu had been told he would get 
only three minutes—and if he keeps 
to that too, perhaps the Minister can 
also do it within 3 p.m.

14.07 hrs.
MOTION HE. INTERNATIONAL 

SITUATION—contd.

SHRI CHINTAMANI PANIGRAHI 
(Bhubaneswar): Some friends in
in this House have argued yesterday 
and today that India pursues a foreign 
policy, not with any kmd of formula
tion of its own but with certain ideo
logies, ideological grounds; it does 
not follow its policy on the basis of 
its own national interest. I should 
say that tuch an understanding of 
the foreign policy of our country is 
really non-sense and fantastic. To 
begin with, I should like to quote two 
passages from a Very* interesting 
article wiitten by our Prime Minister, 
caponed 'India and the World*. It is

one of the latest articles and there she 
said:

“Our first concern has been to 
prevent any erosion of our indepen
dence. Therefore, we could not.be 
camp followers of any power, how
ever rich or strong.”

In another passage, she says:
‘ ‘Agreements which promote the 

doctrine of balance of power or 
mark out spheres of influence 
are bound to increase tension and 
invite instability. No nation will 
be happy m a subservient role.”

I think these assertions, these enunci
ations of our foreign policy go to show 
that we are neither subservient to 
any power, rich or strong, nor is 
our foreign policy static. It is dyna
mic Preserving our national inde
pendence and integrity and our 
sovenegnty are the first charges so 
far as our foreign policy is concerned. 
At the same time I am reminded of a 
famous quotation of Pandit Nehru.

‘‘India has a bigger r61e to play, as 
India is the pivot of Asia.”
Today we are destined to play a 

bigger role. After the birth of Bangla 
Desh as an independent republic, 
India is really playing its destined 
role so far as this part of the world is 
concerned and also in the world as a 
whole. When we are thinking of our 
foreign policy, we must take into 
account certain factors. Today the 
entire world is moving away from con
frontation and tension.

In this general background, our 
country is following the right path in 
trying to have bilateral negotiations 
with Pakistan and seeing that peace 
prevails in the sub-continent, adding 
to the forces of peace in the world.

Some friends are arguing that Pakis
tan is not going to understand this 
policy of ours. The military rulers of 
Pakistan for the last 25 years were 

 ̂not able to understand our policy- 
But we waited tod the situation deve
loped in such a way in that osuntry
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that the military rulers of Pakistan 
Had to realise their mistake. If not 
today, at least tomorrow they will 
realise that peace is the only alterna
tive to war and tension. India is fol
lowing a right policy, which will help 
the people of Pakistan, India and 
Bangladesh to prosper. I am very 
optimistic and todaj’s news shows that 
India’s policy is correct, and the peo
ple of Pakistan and the rulers there 
are trying to come to an understand
ing with India so tar as delineation is 
concerned. I hope tomorrow or with
in 10 days more good news will come, 
so that all the people who wanted to 
perpetuate tension in the sub-conti
nent will know that the policy we 
have pursued has resulted in peace.

There is no point in saying--as Mr. 
Vajpayee and some said—that Simla 
agi-eement has belied our expecta
tions. It has not belied our expecta
tions. It has rather belied the expec
tations of those forces who wanted to 
see that there is perpetual tension in 
this region. They wanted that this 
sub-continent should be opened up for 
super power rivalry and it has become 
our duty to thwart those forces. The 
Simla agreement represents the dy
namism and initiative in our efforts 
for reducing tension in this sub-conti- 
nent. It represents not a kind of sta
tic outlook but a dynamic approach in 
our political outlook to new prqblems 
that we arc facing today in the sub
continent.

The compulsion of events is now 
driving the super powers to develop 
new relations and to expand their 
horizons of understanding. India was 
ceaselessly working for this new ori
entation in the foreign policy of the 
big super powers all these years. 
When the desired change has come 
about all over the world, should we 
expect our friends to say that India 
should Close its eyes to the realities 
of the situation in the international 
horizon? India has woken up to 
these new realities, which we were 
striving all these years to achieve.

There are certain friends in our

country who have only one eye—I do 
not know if il is a parliamentary 
expression-- in their view of things so 
far as the international situation is 
concerned. They do not see anything 
wrong if Mr. Nixon goes to Peking 
and embraces the leaders there. They 
do not see anything wrong if Moscow 
and Washington normalise their re
lations. But they are alarmed if India, 
while maintaining the friendliest and 
closest relations with the Soviet 
Union, wants to normalise its rela
tions with the other supc* powers, 
that is, USA and China and other 
countries. I am really astounded at 
this way of viewing international 
developments. Mr. Mishra was saying 
that the two big superpowers are try
ing to suffocate Vietnam with their 
pressures. I will quote one of the 
famous sayings of one of the high 
ranking Vietnamese officials belonging 
to North Vietnam. Some journalist 
asked him, “How do you manage both 
China and Soviet Union and yet you 
are fighting with the United States?” 
He said,

“If one day a great brother coun
try requested us to negotiate and 
if we thought that the moment had 
not come to do so, we would not do 
it. If one day another great brother 
country requested us not to nego
tiate and if we thought that the time 
had come to negotiate, then we 
would negotiate.”

Vietnamese nationalism reinforced by 
the will to total revolution has chart
ed its own valiant path of fighting the 
mightiest war machines of our planet 
and is going to achieve victory soon. 
Therefore, India also has learnt how 
to live with the super powers. It has 
developed such a foreign policy that 
we can live in a friendly way with 
all the super powers. So, if any effort 
is made to develop our relations with 
the other super powers, I hope there 
is nothing wrong in it. It is surpris
ing to see some people saying that we 
want aid from the United States and 
that is why we are trying to develop 
our relations with them. Sir, in the 
most critical times, when the Enter

prise came to the Indian Ocean, the



[Shri Chintamani Panigrahi] SHRI B. K. S1NHA (Faizabad):
Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, the speeches 
during the debate on foreign policy 
of India from the Opposition side have
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people of India and Bangladesh said 
together, “Enterprise or no Enterprise, 
whatever comes, Bangladesh will be 
free1". And, Bangladesh has become 
free. So, knowing fully well what 
India stands for, if anyone says that 
we are trying to develop relations with 
the United States because we want 
aid, he is completely misreading the 
new developments that are taking 
place. «.

Lastly, coming to the question of 
prisoners of war, I thought Mr. 
Shamim was a good speaker, but 
today I could find both sides of Mr. 
Bhutto in him. He blows hot and cold 
at the same time, as Mr. Bhutto does. 
He went on praising our Foreign 
Minister and our foreign policy like 
anything but at the end, he said that 
India has delayed the release of the 
prisoners of war and therefore the 
relation between India and Pakistan 
has gone wrong and the entire world 
is accusing India. This is a complete 
misreading of the facts. I must say 
that the Government of India has 
tried its best to see that the prisoners 
of war are released, but the Pakistan 
Government perhaps are not willing 
to see that the 80,000 prisoners of war 
are released because that will create 
new problem for them. So, the delay 
is not because of us but because of the 
Pakistani administration. Though it 
is not very relevant here, I would 
like to quote what Mr. Tariq Ali said:

“In West Pakistan too, there is 
growing disillusionment and the 
general malaise will undoubtedly 
affect the peasants in uniform who 
form the bac&betoe of the Pakistan 
arhiy. In a situation where the 
deepening social crisis is affecting 
the majority o f the population, it 
will only ,be a matter of time before 
th& common soldiers are also affec-

. m .n

been rather on a low level because of 
the success of our foreign policy and 
its exposition by our Foreign Minis
ter.

The Marxist Member of Parliament, 
when he spoke during the debate, 
said that except for mildly worded 
and belated mumbled phrases of un
happiness, India has scrupulously 
avoided taking a principled line on 
Vietnam. I want to tell the Marxist 
Member that there is the real basic 
strength in our foreign policy when 
Mr. Nixon is compelled to say that 
the greatest power in South Asia is 
India. It was mentioned in the speech 
of the Foreign Minister in the Rajya 
Sabha that it is the liberation of 
Bangladesh and Vietnam which is the 
basic hindrance in the development of 
the relationship between the United 
States of America and India.

Our Marxist Member might abuse 
the capitalists of the world, the capi
talists of the country and the private 
sector, and imperialism. But our 
Marxist Member should know that 
the C.I.A., the international reactio
nary counter revolution of imperialism 
took Mrs. Indira Gandhi and her 
Government to task. Therefore, their 
enemies’ enemies are friends.

As far as the question of challengin.1 
imperialism is concerned, this country 
stands at the bar of history as second 
to none in the world- They do not un
derstand the basic moorings of his
tory. There is an imperialist change 
which surrounds the, world and tha' 
change was brought in the Indian sub
continent through the liberation of 
Bangladesh. The liberation of Bang
ladesh is something whose significance 
has to be understood except by jaun
diced eyes.

Therefore, ojv the question of release 
of prl*Qtt«ra of war, India’s stand is 
' porr&fct and fcdla' se$. that -Pak
istan conforms to the principles that 
India stands for in thfa neo-pact. s

The Indian sub-continent. has been 
taken out from the area of super- 
power piolitici fiftieth* a*®* of cold- 
war and from the area of imperialist



exploitation. To that extent, impena. 
lism all over (he world has been wea
kened. As a continuation of 1hat 
policy, if our Prime Minister at the 
Simla Summit cumcs to an agree
ment with the President of Pakistan, 
we should see a further continuation 
of our policy of peace and friendship 
If Bangladesh, India and Pakistan 
come together in a fraternity of 
friendship, our economy shall be re
leased from the stranglehold of cold- 
war politics. The people of India, 
Bangladesh and Pakistan shall be free 
to develop their economies. If China 
and America want to involve Pakis
tan in their cold-war politics by de
veloping mutuality between India 
and Pakistan, we shall generate this 
liberating force in Pakistan which 
will create mon? amity between India 
and Pakistan.

This history, if it has to be under
stood, has to be understood m a pro
per light. Yesterday, Mr. Atal Biluti 
Vajpayee tried to pour watei over the 
Simla Agreement and tried to ridicule 
it. There is a wave of dc/olopment 
The news of today about thi possibi
lity of an agreement between India 
and Pakistan is something wh<rh wili 
enthuse peace loving people all over 
the sub-continent. If Pakistan is 
taken out from the influence of China 
and America or it is taken out from 
the influence of imperialism and cold- 
war politics, to that extent, it serves 
the interests of India.

These gentlemen will not see the 
glory of Indian foreign policy. They 
will not appreciate that we are deve
loping relations with Tanzania and 
that there are Muslim countries and 
Arab countries, like, Iraq and Afgha
nistan which are developing a frater
nity of friendship with us. They will 
not appreciate the fact that India to
day has given the biggest success to 
its own foreign policy.

Look* at the liberation of Bangla
desh. When Bangladesh was libera
ted, there were very few members in 
the General Assembly of the united
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Nations who stood by us. At tha: 
time, it looked that the horizons wen- 
dark. Except for Soviet Union friend
ship and the friendship of Socialist 
countries and that 0/  some of the 
Wen European countries, nobody in 
the woild appeared to be with us. But 
because of the policy of principle, be
cause 01 the policy of strength and 
because of the fact that our non- 
alignment policy has teeth in it, today 
Bangladesh has been recognised by 95 
countries in the world and the United 
Nations has proved in their Resolution 
that they are in favour of the Bangla 
dc\sh recognition.

The foreign policy of India has been 
a great success when we look at tiie 
history of the battle for the recogni
tion of China and for the recognition 
of the German Democratic Republic. 
We find that they had to trudge for 
decades for recognition. Here, ther® 
might be about hundred countries re
cognising Bangladesh by the time 
Bangladesh celebrates its first annivar- 
‘ ary of the Liberation Day on lfltii 
December.

In Ihc Security Council, four supe; 
powerr recognise Bangladesh. Ame. 
rica was isolated in the NATO camp 
and on the Western front on the issue 
of recognition. China was isolated 
from the Socialist camp. Can there 
be a greater tribute to the success of 
the foreign policy of India to th«* 
effect that the foreign policy of India 
is based on strength and is based on 
principles.

Before I conclude, I would like to 
say that by the recognition of the 
German Democratic Republic, b / 
sending our Ambassador to North 
Vietnam, the Government of India 
has pursued the policy of peace '<nd 
strength which the Opposition will not 
see with their jaundiced eyes. It is 
the policy of strength and peaee; it is 
the policy of principles. We shall 
continue to follow that. When our 
Prime Minister said that we do ntf 
covet West Pakistan's territory, that 
we are prepared to vacate it, w<A
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vacated it Which ate the super 
powers whose army went ' into a 
neighbouring country and withdrew 
its army from there? We withdraw 
our army from Bangladesh. We stood 
by what we said.

With these words, I pay my tribute 
to the success of our foreign policy.

SHRI «TYOTIRMOY BOSU (Dia
mond Harbour). Mr. Deputy Spea
ker, Sir, I have said about Bangladesh 
in my substitute motion It says

“ (a) the Government of India 
have not mude any significant and 
vigorous efforts to build up Indo- 
Bangladesh friendship on a firm 
basis and notes with grave concern 
the growth of anti Indian feelings m 
Bangladesh;

(b,) the Government should take 
note of the adverse criticism of its 
policy by some senior Bangladesh 
politicians and make all possible 
efforts to remove misgivings, if any, 
of the Bangladesh people about 
India,”

Sir, you read newspapers regularly 
and, as you know, alarming news art 
coming everyday that a section of tfif* 
progressive Bangladesh leaders s<w,« 
“Save the county from exploiter* 
from India.” This is a very serious 
matter We cannot afford to have 
that sort of feeling (being created ni 
Bangladesh. So, I say, our Foreign 
Ministry has totally failed and t'*3 
Government has Also failed in their 
foreign policy

In spite of the many assurances and 
promises given toy the Government, 
trade between Indin «and Bangladesh 
has not grown appreciably. I want 
to put a clear and specific Question to 
Sardar Sweran Singh. Please give 
us the figures of letters of credit that 
have tam  opened lor trade with 
Bangtftdeth Forget about barter 
trade wfelch is neither fish nor flesh. 
We want to kfcow, aptoff* tfce liberation 
of Bangladesh, haw much trade has 
feeej) cevere* by lettew of ?r#*it bet

ween the two countries. That will be 
the proper test.

Then, the Government have not 
taken steps to liberalise the passport 
and visa system In the beginning, 
there was no passport and visa sys
tem In the beginning, there was no 
passport and visa system. Sardar 
Swaran Singh had said on the floor 
of the House that this will be a mere 
formality to check smugglers and 
anti-social elements and to check 
the inflow of weapons that are com
ing there But today if a person is 
politically opposed to this Govern
ment he is not allowed to go there. I 
am giving here a specific case I 
know, in the case of the daughter of 
Shri Syed Baddraduja, a young 22 
year old student, it took about three 
months and I had to seek Sardar 
Swaran Singh’s intervention to get a 
passpoit for her This passport and 
visa system should be change You 
cannot keep away some people from 
going there They are the same flesh 
and blood as we are Therefore, you 
must change your policy in regard to 
that

The Government has yet to define 
its attitude to PRG. of South Viet
nam Why is this delay? It is a 
genuine representative Government 
of the people of Vietnam. Why is the 
Government adopting an ostrich 
policy, hiding its head in sand so that 
others cannot see.

The Government have totally failed 
to take this House into confidence m 
telling what positive steps have been 
taken to open bilateral talks with the 
Peoples Republic of China in order to 
normalise the Sino-Indian relations

With Pakistan we must have cordial 
relations But I regret tb say that 
sometimes some public speeches aie 
made by some responsible people 
here, in this country, which are not 
complimentary to Mr. Bhutto or Pak 
istan. TJiat is npt desirable. Von 
cannot below hot and cold at the 
wane tim e,
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About the “India’s love call” from 
America, the editorial that came out 
in the New York Times, Mr. B, K. 
Nehru rushed from Shillong to Wash
ington, because you need food. Now, 
you pay more to buy food. You are 
paying 35 dollars more per tonne. 
That is how you are buying wheat. 
We want to see that the Vietnam issue 
is settled soon; there is no use delay
ing it  India, as usual, as wc have 
soon in the past, will adopt an ostrich 
policy, hiding her head under the sand 
and thinking that the others cannot 
see.

I want clear and categorical replies 
to all the points that I have raised 
from Shri Swaran Singh.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Shri
Syed Ahmed Aga. Orly two minutes.

SHRI SYED AHMED AGA: (Bara- 
mulla): I cannot make my speech
in two minutes. I will speak on some 
other day; I will take some other 
chance.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I am
almost sure now that the Minister 
cannot finish before 3.00 p.m. There
fore, we will allow the Minister to 
finish his speech even if it crosses 
3.00 p.m. and we shall push forward 
the discussion on private Members’ 
business by that much time. I think, 
the House has no dbjection to that.

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: No.
MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: The hon. 

Minister.

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS (SHRI SWARAN SINGH): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I will try 
to be as brief as possible and I will 
confine myself mainly to replying to 
some of the points that have emerged 
la the course of the debate.

Before I do that, I would like to 
say that this debate has been, as usual 
vt «  vary, high order, Leaders of politi
cal parties, important members of the

Opposition and very senior members 
on our side have participated in the 
debate. This process helps us in the 
Ministry to formulate our policies 
taking into consideration the various 
suggestions that are thrown up in the 
course of such a debate. It is parti
cularly useful because at the present 
moment very significant changes are 
taking place in the attitudes of many 
countries in diflerent parts of the 
world, and it is in the fiteiess of 
things that our Parliament should have 
an opportunity of discussing this 
matter and should utilise this oppor
tunity for making their comments 
about these happenings /»nd also make 
suggestions, valuable suggestions, so 
lhat we may keep note of these when 
we formulate our attitudes and decide 
about our position with regard to 
these important matters.

Fome points have been raised by my 
friends who sit in the Opposition 
ben rhe-? and by the members from our 
side. Seveial sanior members on our 
side have participated in the debate; 
Shri B R. Bhagat and Shri Dinesh 
Singh, with their background and 
knowledge of External Affairs; having 
IheTiselves been at one stage or the 
o+her in charge of External Affairs, 
had some valuable suggestions to 
make. I hove also no hesitation in 
saying that the projection from my 
friends from the Opposition benches 
has also been, on the whole, construc
tive Even the traditional critics 
adopted an attitude of trying to 
understand the basic problems, and I 
could see some slight shift in the atti
tude of such a strong critic as Shri 
Atal Bihari Vajpayee because I heard 
from him, for the first time, that he 
is not opposed to the basic objectives 
and basic elements in the Simla Agree
ment, his main fear was whether it is 
being implemented by Pakistan in a 
proper manner.

My distinguished friend, Shri Hiren 
Mukherjee, whom it is always a 
pleasure to hear not only for the sub
stance which, of course, is always the
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result of deep study but also for the
flnfe inimitable language that he uses
attracts our immediate attention All
of us hear him with the greatest
respect

Of all the people my hon friend 
Shrl Samar Guha who at the present 
moment is not here for a change was 
not Mb usual sarcastic self notwith
standing'* his ge t̂u ulations and cir
cular movements of his hand which 
he indulges in plenty he was not 
entirely negative

PROF MADHU DA'NDAVATF 
(Rniapur) Please do not piovoke him

SHRI SWARAN SINGH He is not 
here, unless he has left you a& his 
attorney I am sure he would have 
liked this if he were here Hit mam 
point was what he described tnlaler 
alism between India Bangia Desh 'me! 
Pakistan Of course in the interest 
of peaoe in the Indian subcontinent 
all the three countries have to work 
in close cooperation m order to re 
veise the trends of conflict and to 
establish a durable peace but it will 
perhaps be not quite practical not 
even quite proper, to talk always of 
tri-lateralism For instance I pose a 
problem if everything is to be dis
cussed on the tri-lateral plane how 
will we react m India if Pakistan 
were to say that, m India’s relations 
with Bangla Desh, Pakistan should also 
have a voice If w e examine this in 
depth you will agree that there are 
several matters m which all the three 
countries will have to sit and arrive 
at appropriate agreements—on the 
question of pnstoners-of-'war, on the 
question of trade and transit, on eco
nomic relations communications, over
flights, there are several matters in 
which a tri-lateral agreement wiML be 
necessary But our relations with 
Baogla Desh to* of such a nature that 
we can never think of any dement of 
ta4atmrattiKn, this will be entirely 
opposed to any proper way of handl
ing this situation which Is of a special 
character There are several other

matters which 1 do not want to spell 
out m detail but we have to approach 
this problem m the background of 
what I have said

On our side senior members of our 
party like Dr Henry Austin, Mr Go- 
swami Mr Stephen, have participated 
in this (Jebate and have made impor 
tant contribution And I would com
mend some of the points mentioned 
by Shri Shamim to my friends from 
the Jan Sangh Party to appreciate the 
circumstances m which President 
Bhutto is functioning today It is not 
for us to offei any defence for what 
Piesident Bhutto says or does I 
agiee with Shri Jyotirmoy Bosu that 
while dealing with the Head of Go\ 
ernment ot a Slate friendly or un 
friendly whatevei may be our state 
of relationship we have to observe 
certain decencies certain decorum 
howsoevci much we might differ from 
the policies pursued we have to show 
the necessary courtesy and due con 
sideration to the portion that is 
occupied by any Head of Government 
or Head of State, more so if we keep 
this in the background of our think 
mg that President Bhutto was thrown 
up by a democratic process and he i*> 
the elected leader of the party with 
overwhelming, majority in the Ni 
tioiial Assembly of Pakistan, which 
controls roughly about 70 per cent oi 
the seats He is the head of that 
Party It is for any country and anj 
Party to choose anyone as the leadei 
of their party Therefore while vu 
have differences by all means wf 
should mention those differences, wt 
should put them forward with all the 
vehemence with all the logic with all 
the cogency, but, at the same time 
we must not say things which will 
unnecessarily rub the people of any 
country the wrong way I would, for 
instance, like to say, like to recall how- 
sensitive was Shn Afal Bihan Vaj 
payee when Ta*s Nato* A0ency-*rhich 
according to the Soviet mrces, is a 
non-official body—said that they 
happy that fihrimatt Nandini Satpatto 
had succeeded in the election and tint 
it as * victory tor progressive forc^



lie took umbrage to this, saying, ‘Why 
should this news agency of USSR ex
press satisfaction onj the result of 
an election?’ which all of us know 
was victory for the progressive forces. 
There was no doubt about it, but Shri 
Atal Bihari Vajpayee said that the 
true facts should not be mentioned by 
any outside newspaper agency, 
whether it is Tass or same othri 
agency. Well, if that is the conccpt, 
that means that you expect others to 
observe such a high degree of discip
line and this meticulous? adherent'0 to 
what, according to him, was a matter 
of high principle. But, while reci
procity demands that similar consider
ations should be extended in other 
spheres, you talked, and there are 
several others also who talked and 
mentioned, about President Bhutto m 
terms which are not at all consistent 
with the normal standards that art 
expected to be observed in such cases. 
It is necessary for us to show the pro
per courtesy as we expect other« to 
show reciprocal courtesies, and we 
should not be too sensitive about our 
susceptibility. We should also show 
some consideration for the susceptibili
ties of other countries I would, there
fore, like to say that these are the 
aspects which should alwavs be kept 
in view. •

There is one aspect which was put 
across in a very forceful manner by 
my very dear friend, Shri B. R. 
Bhagat, about our relationship with 
USSR and other socialist countries- 
This was also mentioned by Prof. Hi- 
ren Mukherjee and even by Shri Bhat- 
tacharyya and Shri Atal Bihari Vaj
payee, and there appeared to be a con
sensus in favour of recording our 
view that we greatly appreciate the 
consistent friendship shown by USSR 
to India in all vital matters. The 
Soviet Urfon had co-operated wi+h us 
in extending help in vital sectors of 
our economy when we were not getting 
adequate technical know-how and col
laboration in very sensitive areas like 
madhlne-buildlng, designing, oil ex
ploration and oil refineries and we got 
co-operation from the Soviet Union in
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vital matters. This is a record of 
relationship between India and USSR 
which has already become the envy 
of many countries and at the same 
time, it is based on principles 
and it is based on certain atti
tudes, and the two countries have 
to-operated m their international acti
vities in the United Nations and else
where, to strengthen the forces against 
colonialism, to render stout ^upport to 
the ireedom fighters engaged in the 
laudable task of attaining freedom. It 
is in this background that we have to 
jssess our ielationship with the USSR, 
and Mr Bhagat was only voicing the 
sentiments of the entirfc country when 
he said that this is not only a friend
ship between the governments of the 
two countries but this is a relation
ship in which the people generally in 
India and in USSR are involved, and 
this was reciprocated by several mem
bers from the Opposition Benches us 
Well.

I would like to say that our friend
ship and oiir co-operation and our 
understanding with the USSR is one of 
the basic pillars of our external rela
tions and it ha? now been olaced on 0 
juridical basis when the treaty of 
peace, friendship and co-operation was 
signed last year. The treaty of peace 
friendship and co-operation was the 
natural culmination of the- process of 
co-op£'ralion in various fir Ms-economic, 
cultural and technological and other 
spheres and this was en'bodied in a 
juridical document, the development of 
relation® of close co-operation and 
friendship between India and USSR.

We made it dear when we signed 
the treaty that there w«re no secret 
clauses outside the Ireaty. We also 
made it clear that this is a treaty for 
Deacc and not of war. We further made 
clear that it is not directed against 
any third country. And, in suite of all 
these clarifications, if certain quarters 
continue to raise objections which have 
no validity, I cannot help them. But 
our relationship is on a sound basis 
and we intend to strengthen this rela
tionship in every way.
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In the economic field, it is known 

that there has been a progressive rise 
in the volume of trade between India 
and the USSR. I do not have the 
figures with me but it is something of 
the order of Rs. 300 crores now, and 
it is hoped on both sides that this can 
increase even further.

I feel somewhat dismayed when a 
note of what I should say, some sort 
of equidistance is imported into these 
discussion -̂—these catch phrases like 
placing all the eggs in the same basket 
These trite expressions, to say the least 
are very irritating at times, but we 
must not confuse and compound our 
basic friendship, with a tried friend 
merely in order to get some sort of 
superficial satisfaction of the so-called 
equi-distance. This is a wrong app
roach, not in our national interest. We 
should never think on those lines. We 
owe no apology to any third country, 
friendly or unfriendly, and we do not 
stand in need of offering any defence 
while we value this relationship. It is 
based on principles. It has worked to 
the mutual benefit and satisfaction of 
both the countries and, therefore, we 
intend to strengthen it and we attach 
a great deal of importance to it. Let 
this be understood by everyone inside 
our country and outside our country. 
It is not at the behest of any third 
party. We will not permit any third 
party to have any say in our relation
ship with any country, much less about 
our relations with the USSR. This is 
our basic approach in this regard and 
I have no hesitation in stating it in no 
unmistakable terms. Then, on our 
relations with Pakistan, I have no
thing very fresh to say. But I would 
like to touch upon one aspect which 
was raised by the Jan Sangh leader 
Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee. He made 
a mention Of the two Resolutions 
whteh have been recently adopted by 
the tJft on the question of admission 
of Bangladesh and the* Resolution in 
whteli’%; Waft suggestedthat the ques-. 
tiottrpf the piitoh^s 'off' war should 
also be ssttled. I vjrouMUke to clari
fy the positkm this

opportunity to put the matter 
straight.

As the hon. Members are aware, 
the General Assembly of the United 
Nations has adopted two resolutions 
on the 20th of November. Both the 
resolutions were adopted without a 
vote and the President of the Assem
bly read a statement proposing such 
adoption by consensus.

The first resolution was a 23-power 
resolution initiated by Yugoslavia 
which, considering that Bangladesh 
was eligible for membership of the 
United Nations, expressed the desire 
that Bangladesh will be admitted to 
the UN at an early date.

The second resolution, co-sptmsored 
by sixteen delegations and submitted 
on the initiative of Argentina, was, 
in fact, a compromise proposal de
signed to avoid acrimonious debate 
on the Yugoslav resolution. Hon. 
Members may be aware that Pakistan 
was intending to move amendments 
to the Yugoslav resolution which 
would make the admission of Bangla
desh to the United Nations dependent 
on the release of the prisoners of 
war. The adoption of the Argentinian 
resolution had the effect of prevent
ing such amendments.

The Argentinian resolution does 
not make the question of the admis
sion 'of Bangladesh to the UN condi
tional upon the release of the prison
ers of war. Therefore, the statement 
made by Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee 
is not justified.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA: 
But the President of the General As
sembly spoke about the interdepen
dence of the two resolutions.

SHRI SWARAN SINGH: Let me 
proceed. In fact, that resolution does 
not refer to the question of the ad
mission at all. At the same time, the 
Argentinian resolution makes speci
fic mention of the Assembly's satis
faction at the stepg taken so far to 
faciUiiajte the restoration of conditions 
of n&mMcy in JB*® Aston solnconti- 
nent, nptja% the Simla Agreement.
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While calling upon the return of pri
soners of war, this resolution also 
<*xpr?s:ses tie hope that all parties 
wil1 refiain from any act which could 
jeopardise the prospects of settlement 
and render more difficult eventual re
conciliation.

Long negotiations in the United 
TSfations resulted m an understand
ing that both resolutions, namely, the 
Yugoslav resolution expressing the 
desire for the admission of Bangla
desh to the UN at an early date and 
the Argentinian resolution, were 
adopted without a vote and without 
opposition by any Member.

As far as the question of prisoners 
of war is concerned, I have already 
referred to it in my opening state
ment and we have made this position 
clear in the United Nations as well. 
In particular, we have drawn the at
tention of the General Assembly to 
paragraph 6 of the Simla Agreement 
which refers to further discussions 
■between the representatives of thn 
two sides for establishment of dura
ble peace and normalisation of rela
tions including repatriation of prison
ers of war and civilian internees.

Our position that in discussions 
concerning the repatriation of # the 
prisoners of war, Bangladesh was a 
necessary party, was also made clear 
in the United Nations.

The President of the General As 
sembly referred to the interdepen
dence between the viewpoints as ex
pressed in the resolutions. We believe 
this to indicate that as long as Paki
stan refuses to recognise Bangladesh 
and Bangladesh is kept out of the 
United Nations, the solution of the 
pending problems including the rc 
patriation of prisoners of war would 
be difficult if not impossible.

I should like to take this oppor
tunity to place on record our satis
faction at the manner in which Shri

Samar Sen, our permanent re- 
1 rescnialive to the U.N. handled 
the situation and conducted talks with 
vaiious groups of delegations result
ing in the satisfactory outcome of the 
debate We have also been gratified 
to receive reports from other delega
tions of the excellent work of our * 
Permanent Representative and of the 
Indian Delegation; and I should like 
to share with the House the informa
tion that the distinguished Foreign 
Minister of Bangladesh has also ex
pressed to us his great appreciation 
of the woik of our Permanent Repre
sentative in the matter. We should 
not he unnecessarily pessimistic m 
thesn mattor.s and we should view 
the thing m proper perspective.

There are one or two other matters 
about which I would like to take a 
little more time.

I told the House yesterday that 
serious efforts were being made to 
settle the outstanding differences in 
regard to the delineation of the line 
of control in Jammu and Kashmir.
I can now inform the House that 
these efforts have been successful.

SHRI JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI 
(Shajapur): How far it is success
ful, please let us know.

AN HON. MEMBER: Is there fur
ther complication?

SHRI SWARAN SINGH: No com
plication, further simplification. I 
thought you would like to know the 
latest position with regard to this 
matter.

The Army Chiefs of India and 
Pakistan met at Lahore yesterday. At 
the end of the meeting, they issued 
the following joint statement and I 
quote from it:

“General Sam Manekshaw met 
, with General Tikka Khan 

once again at Lahore on Dec
ember 7, 1972. The meeting 
lasted three hours and was 
held in an atmosphere of 
goodwill and mutual under* 
standing
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The two Chiefs were able to com

pose the differences that 
existed and *re directing 
their senior military com-

• manders, Lt. Gen. P. S.
Bhagat and Lt. Gen. Abdul 
Hameed Khan, to meet at 
Suchetgarh on December 11 ,
1972 and finalise the deline
ation of the line of control 
it* Jammu and Kaahmir at 
adjusted by them (that is, 
the two Chiefs): This line of 
control will commence from 
Chhamb Sector and end in 
the Turtok Sector (Purtap- 
pur Sector).”

Hon. Members will appreciate hat 
what was involved in the negotiations 
which concluded in Lahore yesterday 
was not a territorial question. It in
volved acceptance by Pakistan of a 
position which India had held all 
along, namely, that there was a basic 
difference between the border divid
ing the State of Jammu and Kashmir 
and Pakistan and the line of control 
m Jammu and Kashmir.
15 hrSi

We are naturally glad that in the 
interest of not merely the Simla 
Agreement, but of future relations bet
ween the two countries, Pakistan has 
recognised the validity of our stand. 
The importance of Pakistan's agree- 
meht to withdraw trorrt Thdko Chak is 
likely to be lost if we ‘thiftk merely 
tn terms of territory. In Lahore, our 
Chief of the Army Staff insisted that 
the question of Thako Chak had to 
be settled in terms of its own merits.

Hon. Members win appreciate that 
the delineation of the line of control 
consisted in the acceptance or rejec
tion by either side of claims made on 
the basisf of military positions on the" 
day of the , cease-fire, namely 17th 
December, 1071. Indeed, it has been 
our view that such a deliaeatlon is 
quite 4 ifteront from the 'COfttrwersy 
over Thako Chak. Since Pakistan 
agreed to settle the *s«estion Of Thako 
Chak, our Chief of the Army Staff re
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viewed some of the claims which 
Pakistan had earlier made. As a 
gesture, ir the interests of peace and 
in order to rationalise the line of con
trol, minor adjustments have been 
made. Finally, hon. Members will ap
preciate that the essence of all nego
tiations is not to depict the solution 
of problems under negotiation as a 
total victory or a total defect for one 
side or the other. In fact, in the inte
rests of peace and in the interest of 
further implementation of the Simla 
Agreement, the agreement reached in 
Lahore yesterday is a victory for both, 
and if I may add, defeat for none.
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Unfortunately, some of my friends 
opposite are more impressed if there 
is some note of satisfaction expressed 
in Pakistan over the outcome of any 
agreement. We should on merits con
sider if what has been agreed to is 
satisfactory or not, whether it meets 
our viewpoint or not; if it does, and if 
it is also satisfactory to Pakistan and 
they expre&j, satisfaction, that should 
not be the basis for raising this con
troversy, as unfortunate!/, by Jan 
Sangh friends, who are always great 
experts in pinpointing some statement 
made by Pakistan, whether it be radio 
or any other statement, do and then 
try to belittle what we have achieved. 
It will be a bad day for the country 
if in order to judge as to whether a 
particular decision which we have ar
rived at is good or bad, thj touchstone 
is the satisfaction qr non-satisfaction 
in Pakistan; I would say that would 
be a very immature way of approach
ing this problem. We should,be happy 
that Pakistan is also satisfied. Why 
should this be a matter of grievance7

I would, therefore, like to say that 
thlli 4b an agreement which has been 
arrived at after a great deal of bar
gaining, great deal of negotiation*, and 
if it has emerged in a totm m, which 
it is b ro lly  acceptable tp both sides, 
no side can my that everything that 
they wanted to achieve hat been achiev
ed, for in that case, there is no need

DECEMBER 8, 1972
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of negotiation, and I can send some 
telegrams to the other side or make 
some statements and leave it to the 
other side to accept or reiect the same

Let us remember the essentials of 
the basic new relationship that 
■we are trying to develop The basic 
new relationship is that there will b<* 
differences Th« essence oi differences, 
is that on several issues, we shall say 
one thing and Pakistan will say an
other thing and ultimately the basic 
approach is that we shiU sit together 
and try to iron out these differences 
and will arnve at an agreement which 
ib mutually acceptable to both sides

I would like to warn that if either 
India or Pakistan proceeJs with these 
bilateral discussion  ̂ in the spirit that 
whatever Pakistan says on any matter 
will be accepted by India or whatever 
India says will be accepted by Pakis
tan, that as oertainly not the spirit 
not even the letter of the Simla Agree
ment. The Simla Agreement ha*, been 
êntered into on the explicit unuersund- 

Ing that there will be vlifltn eiKOfl, and 
these differences will be solves, Ijrstly, 
•peacefully and I would add, secondly 
by mutual agreement and consent. 
There will always be some element of 
give-and-take in the agreements that 
are forged as a result ot these discus
sions So, whether it ia this point oi 
any other point m luture, oui approach 
should be to "keep the outside forces 
away from the Indian sub-contnent 
The best way to keep outside forces 
away from the Indian sub-continent 
particularly m our relation* with 
Pakistan, is to approach these pro
blems in new spirit, the new spirit 
oi willingness on either side to see the 
viewpoint of the other side also and 
then try to accommodate that view
point, without sancricin  ̂ any basic 
interest of either country, which is in 
the long run to the good and in the 
mutual interest of both countries. 
This is the essence of the Simla Agree
ment,

If in any negotiation we are going 
-to be held responsible that India touk

such and such attitude >n a part'cular 
issue m the beginning and at the end 
of the negotiation, it was not fully 
vindicated, I would like to say that 
many other occasions will arise when 
I will go to the negotidt n,» ta'>Je with 
a particular stahd and as a lcsult o£ 
these discussions and negotiations, 
there will be some change in that 
stand, because without give-and-take, 
there is no point in saying that we 
shall settle all these differences bilate
rally and by peaceful meai*s What 
will be the result if this attitude is 
not adopted? Then, the end result 
will be that we take one lme, the 
other side takes another 1me, then 
there will be a deadloqj*. and again, 
both sides will run to vanous other 
capitals in the world or to the United 
Nations, and all of us know what the 
outcome of those approaches will be.

Therefore, I would like to appeal to 
this House which has always lent such 
massive support in our efforts to 
change the unfortunate trends that 
have gripped the relations between our 
two countries, to view this Simla 
Agreement not in terms of this parti
cular clause or that particular clause, 
but as a basic philosophy which ac
cording to us is a good basis for iron
ing out our differences with Pakistan

I would also like to say that this 
type of answerability has also to be 
viewed in its proper perspective For 
instance, it is easy for any negotiatoi 
thesri not “to raise any claim which is 
of doiibtful validity, because if we ex
pect miracles, then such a negotiaroi 
will always be under this fear that 4I 
should not raise anything doubtful be
cause if I raise anything doubtful, then 
people will say that I have given up 
that claim’, and, therefore, he would 
be answerable as to why he had raised 
that doubtful claim and afterwards 
why that position was given up That 
is not the way in which these delicate 
and difficult negotiations can be con
ducted. The negotiators must have a 
certain responsibility and also discre
tion, to get the best possible terms 
That is th« parameter within which
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[Shri Swaran Singh] 
any sensible negotiations can be held- 
For, we shall be hitting our vital in
terests in a very mortal manner if we 
were to insist that India should never 
in any negotiations rake any claim 
unless it is dead certain that it is 
going to be acccpted by the other 
side. Is that commonsense? Is that 
in our interest? Is that a modus 
operand^ by which we can safeguard 
our interest?

Therefore, I would appeal to the 
House and to the whole ountry that 
we should view this problem in the 
proper perspective and not pick these 
little points in order 1o raise merely 
argumentative points or points for 
trying to bring in thi earlier altitude 
merely to criticise the ultimate agree
ment. There will be many occasions 
when if we want to settle difficult pro
blems with a country like Pakistan, 
we shall have to adopt an attitude of 
give-and-take, and it is better that we 
elabors'tf* this position clearly. For
otnerwise, what is the alternative?

I was listening very carefully to see 
if I would bet some light in the form 
of alternatives from any other quarter 
in the course of the debate. Only 
one hon. member speaking from the 
Opposition Benches had an alterna
tive and it, again, was from Shri 
Vajpayee. What was his alternative? 
He said: scrap the Simla Agreement 
and again try to have an agreement 
between the three countries. Now, if 
you start any new negotiations by 
scrapping an earlier agreement, all 
that I can say is that perhaps, all 
reasons which I can understand, this 
is based on a complete lack of experi
ence in international affairs. Any 
country which starts any fresh nego
tiation by scrapping an earlier agree
ment will certainly be nut in an ad
vantageous position. If anything, the 
basic tenets ot international law and 
relations is that even if governments 
change, the first statement that they 
usually make is that *we abide by 
international agreements'. That is 
the usual statement that is made by 
any country. But he wants me to

start by scrapping the Simla Agree
ment and then sit with the same people 
to work out another Agreement How 
can I inspire any jonfidenoe in the 
other party when I start my negotia
tions by scrapping <he agreement 
which was signed at as high a level 
as that of the Pnmo Minister of India 
and the President of Pakistan? This 
is certainly not dn alternative.

So lliorr* is no use raiding the dust 
and cloud without clearly visualising, 
the direction in which we arc moving, 
witnout having <?n,v alternative line of 
approach, without ofTei mg anything 
constructive as to how this is to be 
handled. Hence the advice that is 
given is, on the face of it. hollow, 
unpractical and against cur national 
interest. I would, therefore, say that 
the best method of handling our rela
tions with Pakistan is to adhere to the 
Simla Agreement and also to pm the 
other side down to the implementa
tion of the same and also to carry out 
their responsibility under the Simla 
Agreement.

There were sjme other matters 
raised but since time is running out 
I have no intention to take much time.
I would like to say only this much that 
a word of caution has been uttered by 
my hon. friend, for whose judgment I 
have great respect in fashioning our 
relations with the United States- The 
previous case history has been cited.
It is known to us; all of us know it.
It is known to the other side also. 1 
had made a statement more or less a 
public statement, which has been 
widely reported in the press alter tak
ing into consideration nil these aspects 
I would like to say that whatever 
newspapermen in their' enthusiasm 
may like to describe as a 'lcve call’ or 
any such thing, there is nothing in 
that, it is just a down-to-earth assess
ment at the situation, in making moves 
which might open the way to improve
ment of relations. I did not hear any 
voice which yrsts against improvement 
of relations if it is possible. Even 
the critics did dot say tnat it is not 
desirable to Improve relations, if it is
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SHRI SWARAN SINGH I say in 
all seriousness that this stand which 
Shri Mishra propounded with great 
flourish this forenoon, is totally moor* 
rect, totally wrong to say that we 
have made a statement with an eye 
on the domestic situation is totally 
unjustified We know the domestic 
situation more than the leaders of tiny 
parties sitting opposite

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
We know what has happened to your 
massive majority You are not able 
to master any crisis 
{Interruptions)

SHRI SWARAN SINGH We know 
the pulse of the people We know 
the interests of the country

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
We know where you stand in the 
public eye We know that (Interrup
tions)

SHRI SWARAN SINGH 1 am glad 
same rippleg are being caused both in 
the Jan Sangh and Cong(0) If this 
is the ftrst sign of the grand alliance, 
I take note of it

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
What is the grand alliance in this*

SHRI SWARAN SINGH If it ifc 
again taking shape, we will take note 
of it and take our actions accordingly

SHRI JAGNNATHRAO JOSHI 
Which is the grand alliance except 
that between the Congress, the Com
munists and the Muslim Leagu* in 
Kerala*

SHRI SWARAN SINGH We would 
like to carry most of the progressive 
force# with u« If I can carry my 
friends of the Glpanumi&t Party, 1 
wtyt be very glad tp do so.

SHRI JA&kNNATHRAO JOSHI 
Some fnepdf ire here also

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
This us your strength, tills is how you 
matter In Hie international world, that 
you have become a Hero.
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SHUT JAGANNATHRAO JOSHI 
Why do you unnecess iriJy talk like 
this?

SHRI SWARAN SINGH 1 do not 
want to belittle anyone

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MI SI IRA 
No Foreign Minister has ever mad;* 
such a statement with »uch pedestrain 
intelligence You al vavs tire our 
patience fey the most unintelligent 
statements

SHRI SWARAN SINGH I tired 
your patience only when you unneces
sarily dragged m domestic considera
tions

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
You brought m the CIA only for do
mestic purposes You have the cour
age to say

SHRI SWARAN SINGH I am not 
deterred by shouting I do not mind 
it at all

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
Many have greater stature than you 
not only sitting on the top of as 
Ministry but

SHRI SWARAN SINGH Why should 
you bring m my stature’  My stature 
may ‘bef nothing, but if I happen to be 
the Minister incharge

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
You deal with the1 logic of the thing

SHRI SWARAN SINGH I could deal 
with logic ff there Was any logic in 
the criticism If there is lack of logic, 
I have to deal with it in the manner 
it should be dealt with.

SHRI SHYAMNANDAN MISHRA 
You ate impervious to logic

SHRI SWARAN SINGH I was try* 
mg to say that it lacked logic It I 
m<*jr ask lay fnends to consider in all 

what were the domestic 
compultiotw which might be the basis 
for ttkHtintf a of that kind
We know the situation in the country 
and the general support that we are
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receiving in the country thanks to this 
Parliament tor consistently supporting 
our socio-economic policies and our 
efforts to forge unity in the country 
We are not faced with any domestic 
problem sj that we should raise a
rfintter of this nature This is the as
pect whicn I want tlx.se e\cited gentle
men to keep m \iew There were no 
compulsions of any domestic- character 
which necessitated our making a state
ment of that kmd We have informa
tion about the functioning of intelli
gence agencies of other countries and 
this m a sense can be called domestic 
in this respect, it was in the sense of 
making our people aware of the func
tioning of these intelligence agencies 
so that they should take care of it and 
act in such a manner that they do not 
tall within the snare of these activi
ties If you call it domestic, it i» 
domestic theie is no other domestic 
compulsion which the hon Member is 
trying to inject into this debate

A view was expressed about the 
situation in Viet Nam We share the 
concern which was expressed by Prof 
Hiren Mukherjee about the continued 
military action and bombardment, 
continued massive military action 
against the people of Viet-Nam We 
earnestly desire restoration <of peace 
and from all reports it appears that 
the negotiations are at a very delicate 
stage All that we should like to say 
is that we would strongly urge early 
conclusion and signing of the agree
ment

PROF MADHU DANDAVATE# In 
the debate yesterday, Mr Goswamy 
suggested that m the Asian context we 
should try to develop more friendly 
relatipns with countries like Japan*

SHRI SWARAN SINGH I am glad 
he reminded me of it and, I shall take 
a lew mmutes in order to elaborate 
this point Mr Goswami and also Mr 
Dinesh Singh and Mr Bhagat said that 
we should pay greater attentionh to 
economic technological and cultural 
co-operation with countries in Asia I 
fully accept that approach At «

matter of fact we have been pursuing 
this policy quite purp ,se£mlv We 
have veiy excellent co-operation m the 
•conomic field with Nepal, Bhutan? 

Sri Lanka Afghanistan and Bangla 
Desh, within our resources we are 
trying to expand this I reported 
yesterday that in Africa we had enter
ed into an agreement with Tanzania 
to participate m the task oi economic 
development there Similarly we are 
desirous of entering into similar agree
ments with other countries m South 
Asia and Southeast Asia v Our rela
tions with these countries are growing 
in every respect—economic, cultural 
and in technological field and we shall 
pursue this policy

Japan has been specifically mention 
ed Japan as you know, m the eco
nomic sense is a super-power Their 
economic strength is immense They 
have accumulated foreign exchange re
serves—I do not remember those 
figures now—perhaps more quickly than 
almost any other affluent country to
day In fact it is one of the matters 
of concern for them how they should 
shed some of their vast accumulated 
foreign exchange holdings that Japan 
has got We should like therefore to 
co-operate with them I should like 
to add that this < o-op*>ratio*j with 
Japan or with any other al’iuert coun
try has to be m the context of our 
own development plans It has to fit 
in with our own pmlogphy about in 
dustnal development, it has to fit m 
with our views about the public sector 
and public control over the critical 
and essential sectors of our economy 
We shall certainly to everything possi
ble to involve Japan and other count
ries who might be willing to partici
pate in our economic development to 
do so It is in our interest to extend 
this area and get more and more 
countries to do so, it is our basic ob
jective that critical areaa in which we 
want control should be m the public 
sector should be maintained in the 
public sector Within this perimeter 
we welcome co-operation and collabo
ration from all countries including 
Japan. It is quite likely that Japan
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after achieving its high affluence may 
start having a se ond look at their 
geneial economic involvement in the 
region I have no hesitation in saying 
that So ±ar their attitude has been 
mostly commercial out for high pro
fits Now that they have achieved 
such a great success if they alter a 
little of this attitude of trade to look 
at the problems 01 the developing 
countries in a more sympathetic and 
respective manner it will be a good 
change and we shall certainly try if 
w& can succeed in achieving that

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER There are 
a number of substitute motions moved 
by Shn Bosu, Dr Laxmmaram Pan- 
deya and Shri Ramavatar Shastri 1 
shall put all of them together to the 
vote of the House
Substitute motions Nos 1, 2 and 6 were 

put and negatived.

15 27 hrs
COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE MEM
BERS' BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

T w e n t ie t h  R e p o r t  

SHRI RAMAVATAR SHASTRI I 
beg to move

“That this House do agree with 
the Twentieth Report of the Com
mittee on Private Members' Bills 
and Resolutions presented to the 
House on the 6th December, 1972 ”
MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER The ques

tion is
“That this, House do agree with 

the Twentieth Report of the Com
mittee on Private Members* Bills and 
Resolution presented to the House on 
the 6th December, 1972.”
The motion u w  adopted

15.27 fevs.
ittee on Private Memebers’ Bills and 

UNEMPIX>YMENT--CoTitd

MR B83FUTY-SPEAKER, We 
take ur» Irrtber discussion e* the Rasfr* 
lution 00 the problem of unemploy
ment moved by Shrimati Maya Ray.

Shri Bhanflare may continue m«. 
speech

SHRI R D BHANDARE (Bombay 
Central) While speaking on the qucsr 
tion of unemployment 1 was trying to 
mention the mangnitude of tne pruUam 
When the First Five Y«*ai Plan was 
drafted the country accepted planning 
as a means of the de( elopment and 
changing the face of tne countiv and 
it had thrse obje lives to remove 
poverty, reduce unemployment ^nd re
duce inequality that existed among 
diftertnl classes of people So far as 
poverty is concerned, tint is not the 
topic of todays discussion und so I 
shall not deal with that question, one 
line is enough io<*ty per cent of the 
people of India live und*r povtity 
line As regards inequalities, as diffe
rent reports of Government shw, they 
arc increasing inequality between the 
uch and the poor

What is the position of unemploy
ment’  It has to my mind increased 
to a disproportionate d mension Ever 
since we accepted planned socity and 
planning as a means right from 1951 
to 1972, unemployment had ?Uadiy 
increased While dealing with the 
figures I must make these points clear 
Correct figures are not available both 
ot rural and urban unemptoymed* 
We have only the live registers of job- 
seekers maintained by the Employment 
Exchanges, from which we get some 
idea of the staggering proportion of 
the unemployment problem I shall 
divide the period from 1951 to 1972 
into three slabs From 1931 to 1956, 
3,28 718 unemployed persons were re* 
gistered in our employment exchanges 
From 1956 to 1966t it went up t» 
26,22 460 By 1971 it had gone up to 
50,99,390 As on 30th June 1972, it is 
56,87,972 These figures clearly show 
that employment opportunities axe 
steadly decreasing and the number of 
unemployed persons is steadly in
creasing.

In the interim report on short-tecm 
measures submitted by the Govern
ment of India Committee on Unem
ployment, in page 4 it is said, the tutal


